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Bringing School Spirit
Back!
By: Corrina Castillo & Tommy Capillo

West Brooklyn is in need of school spirit. That’s why we want to
bring the WB basketball team back. We decided to interview staff
and students to see what they thought about our idea.

Q: SHOULD WEST BROOKLYN HAVE A
BASKETBALL TEAM?
Steve: Yes, it would be great if we had a WB team.
Gloria: This is a good question. Over the years we have had
students interested, but didn't follow through.
Cristian: Yes I do because it will bring school spirit.
Darrius: I do believe west Brooklyn should have a basketball
team; we have quite a few talented basketball players that play
during open gym times.
Malik: Yes.

Q: WHAT CAN WE DO TO MAKE ONE?
Steve: Interested students could do many things: schedule a
meeting for after school, ask your AC if it’s ok for you to lead a
community leader’s discussion, and how you think (males and
females) should be selected IF we had a team.
Gloria: I think having a group of folks visit from south Brooklyn
(they have several PSAL team) and interview them. I could
definitely help with that.
(Continued on page 2)
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Malik: I don’t know.
Darrius: Students can use avenues such as community gathering
and community leaders To discuss pros and cons with the
community as whole. Students also can plan fundraisers to get
money for equipment and associated costs.

Q: DID WE EVER HAVE ONE?
Gloria: We had a successful basketball team (BOYS) in 20092010, but there hasn’t been interest since.
Steve: Yes we had a basketball team. There are cool pictures in the
2012 class yearbook. You can look at that in my office.
Grimaldy: Yes with the other PE Teacher.
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Cristian: Yes back in 2011.
Darrius: From my knowledge I only know there to be open gym
games and special basketball tournaments.
We also put up a poster near the main entrance asking “Should
We have A Ball Team?” to see what the students would think. By
the looks of it, it seems like West Brooklyn students want basketball
back! Fifty-three students said “Yes” and only one said “No”.
Hopefully we hope we can make this dream come true in cycle 3.
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Why should West Brooklyn have a
basketball team?
Written By: Hamza Nasir
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Some students in West Brooklyn are talented in
basketball. Enough talent to make it to the league.
They also can get scholarships to nice colleges such
as St. Johns, UCLA, Duke, etc. We will have school
spirit by bringing the school closer and friendlier
with one another. We also can have cheerleaders,
homecoming games and raise money for our school
so we can get more supplies for our students.
Having a school basketball team will benefit the
school, students, and parents - by knowing that kids
are safe after school and doing good in school if
they want to stay on the team.

West Brooklyn Students And Their Excuses For
Absence Or Lateness Given To Teachers
-----------------------------------------------------Story By: Brisly Ben Monroy

FEELING WEIRD LAST
MONTH...MAYBE IT WAS
RETROGRADE?!
Story By: Blanca Guzman

Every Teacher In West Brooklyn Has Heard These
Excuses. Every Student In West Brooklyn Has Used
All These Excuses.
TOP EXCUSES :
- “Lazy”
- “Waking Up Late”
- “Court”
- “Work”
- “Have a daughter or son”
- “Didn't hear alarm”

Retrograde motion is a motion in the
direction opposite to the movement of
something else and the opposite of direct
(prograde) motion.
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Other excuses:
- “Too hot / cold outside”
- “Sick (doctor appointment)”
-“My mom didn’t wake me up”
- “Train wasn't working”

During the month of January and February I
was really moody and I didn’t really
understand why. I would always be in a bad
mood and it wasn’t just me feeling this way. It
was the retrograde that was making people
feel this way.
When mercury turns retrograde,
communication would be probably tough as
mercury is the messenger. Connecting devices
(all telephones, computers, TV’s etc.), your
words or a phone call might land you in

trouble.

March GRADS
Keisie Barzola (Bernard)
Rosanna Castilla (Cristian)
Joseph Cardona (Marlla)
Rashem Daisley (Antonio)
Luis Dominguez (Antonio)

Jessica Flores (Imee)
Erick Fragoso (Imee)
Michael Liu (Marlla)
Yessenia Rojas (Marlla)
Seleny Pena (Cristian)

Keeping it 100 with Diamond Day
********************************************************************
Dear Diamond,
My Boyfriend and I have been together for 2 years and we have known each other for 5 years. We grew up

together in the same neighborhood. I have not told him how I felt about him and his actions towards me. I feel that
he puts others before me. I spoke to my single Best Friend about us and her advice is not working. I Love Him

Dearly But I don’t have the exact words to tell him how I feel because I don’t want to say anything that will make
me lose him. “WHAT SHOULD I DO”?

Signed,

Anonymous

Dear Anonymous,
Well If You’ve Known Him for 5 years you guys should already have that communication Bond down

Pack. The Number One Thing to Have a Successful Relationship is “COMMUNICATION”. It Really should not

be hard for you to tell your significant other how you feel about him if you guys have been together 2 YEARS.
If You Love Him likes How You Say You Love Him, Then you should speak to him on issues that you are

having with him. I really don’t think that speaking to your Best Friend About what goes on between you and

your Boyfriend will Make Your Situation Any Better, Especially If She Is “SINGLE”. Everybody knows that you
never take Relationship Advice from A Single Person Because They Are Single for a Reason. My Advice Is To

You Is To Tell Your Man How You Been Feeling, Nothing Can Possibly Go wrong with speaking to the one you
love…….YOU GOT THIS GIRL!

Sincerely,

Diamond

POETs CORNER

Wish But Can’t
By: Ishon Johnson

I CANT SEE MY FUTURE BUT I CAN SEE MY DREAMS SOMETIMES JUST WANT TO ESCAPE AND DREAM INTO A
PLACE THAT DOES NOT SEEM LIKE IT SEEMS ONLY TO AWAKE TO WHAT IS AS I WISH I CAN GO BACK TO WHAT
WAS WHICH WAS NEVER IM CLEVER CLIMATE CHANGING I’M MAKING IT CHANGING WEATHER ADAPTING
QUICK A LOT PEOPLE SWITCH

ONE DIRECTION
By: Bryan Olivares

I have a heart of stone I may have a scar for life but I’m a whole new image for
my gestures and for my way of being

Valentine’s Day Sucks
By: Bryan Olivares
I hate Valentine’s Day
a day for love , A Day for Torture
it’s a normal day get over it
Another day to make money
not to spend it on some girl that don’t deserve it
hard earned money wasted on gifts
save that money for a better future

GOING BACK IN TIME
By: Bryan Olivares
Sometimes I wish I could go back in time and
change the stars in the Atmosphere but I
can't change something that’ s already there
only the option of moving forward in Life just
like starting a new chapter in a book

I’m done.....

TOO LATE TO REALIZE
By: Bryan Olivares
In life it’s easy to Love But We Never watch out for the
bullets that come behind us instead we watch how the
girl that we loved the most pulls the trigger and watches
us die from within..

